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ZANETTOARTE
This new direction,
which will be a collateral division of our
company, is something that
I have been considering for some time
now. The new division is simply named
‘zanetto arte’. The inclusion of the word
art is
to emphasize that this division
has a closer connection
with the figurative and plastic arts,
the so-called major arts.
Arising from my personal need
to expand the creative and
expressive environment, this will be a
“free” division that is not constrained by
any predefined temporal rhythm in
terms
of lifespan and the introduction of new
items. Bravely forging a new path,
without knowing where it may lead,
we are blending passion
and creative ability,
with the modest intent
to bring new beauty
in a world
which really need.

la femme
This sculpture represent the culmination and peak of our
technical capabilities and manual skills,
which we have honed and developed over
50 years but it also sums up the “project manifesto”,
conveying the direction and scope of our future activities.
It expresses the principle of femininity, the power that
permeates the coming world, and is steeped in meanings
that are slowly revealed to the viewer.
The more evident idea lies in the bust, which I have wanted
to ‘open’ pushing toward high the front, as to unveil its
intimate secret, materializing, at the same time, the universal
symbol of the feminine, the cup. This is gone through by a
‘vein, flow of energy, and its cavity represents the female
organ but also the hiddener and more intimate essence,
which remains unknowable. The energy duct continues on
the back, not less intriguing part, which, between the effects
caused by the specularity of the concave surface, shows 12
little spheres, symbol of the absolute, joining matter and spirit.
References to the 7 chakras are present, with accent given
to the heart swirl, true heart of the feminine principle The
sculpture, in making abstraction and archetype, intentionally
declares its origin, that is to have been conceived and
realized inside the Zanetto workshop, with its roots and history.
The sculpture is made of gilt metal, with parts in silver gilt,
copper and enamel, all protected with varnish, it will be
edited in 12, enumerated, examples, which are nevertheless
considered to be unique works of art, thanks to the full hand
execution. Mounted on a particular linchpin, it completely
turn on itself subjecting to the interaction and plays of its
beneficiary.
Artwork selected for the international Prize ‘Biennale d’Arte di
Asolo’

v 50.001 sculpture ‘la femme’ cm 29x29x45
12 examples edition

al nocciolo

< 50.002
sculpture ‘al nocciolo’
12 examples edition
Silver plated and gilt metal - varnished
cm 29 x 18 x 7

Prize winning - ‘Premio Arte 2015’ –
exhibited at Palazzo della Permanente in Milano

6 millions drops awake

< 50.501
wall sculpture ‘6 millions drops awake’
12 examples edition
silver plated and painted wood - varnished
cm 100x90x6

energia 1

< 50.502
wall sculpture ‘energia 1’
12 examples edition
copper, wood, oil painting - varnished

eros 1

< 51.001
unique work
copper, wood, oil colors,
enamels, ‘puntasecca’ engraving
varnish
cm 25 x 19 x 2

risveglio

< 51.002

unique work
copper, wood, oil colors, enamels,
‘puntasecca’ engraving - varnish
cm 50 x 36 x 2

c’est moi

< 51.003
unique work
aluminium, wood, oil colors, ‘puntasecca’
engraving - varnish
cm 35 x 50 x 2

emerald waves

< 51.004
unique work
aluminium, oil colors, ‘puntasecca’
engraving - varnish
cm 50 x 70 x 1

cuprum (desire)

< 51.005
unique work
oil on copper, ‘puntasecca’ engraving
frame made by artist in solid copper
cm 50 x 65

pennelli&martelli (brushes&hammers)
These objects arose from a desire to make our products
more expressive, using a more direct language
of shapes and colours, speaking to the heart
and touching the soul.
The goal is to stir the same sentiments that
we feel when leaving a museum or an art exhibition
– delight, joy, enrichment.
Three years ago, I began searching for
technical solutions that would produce the results
that I had in mind, and finally I found them.
Then, I painted two pictures (oil on cardboard)
specifically for this project:
they needed to be very “iconic”, or rather immediately
and instinctively accessible. The images depicted
in these paintings were then “fused” onto metal
using a unique printing process that
requires significant manual work and firing
in a kiln for various amounts of time,
at temperatures ranging from 180° and 240° C.
The result is more than just a mere reproduction of the image,
since the pigments interact with the silver colour
and hammered texture of the background.
Each piece is unique for two different reasons:
the pattern created by hand-hammering the surface
and the ‘reaction’ of the pigments to the temperature
and time conditions, which are never identical.
The object (which does not tarnish) is then covered
and protected by a thick layer of resins that are certified
safe for contact with food.
These objects will be produced in limited run
and the particular artisan features
define their singularity and raise their value
to real art multiples.
The two themes – love and joy –
are universal ideas and principles.

Amore (love)

The sidereal image of the faces
(a clear tribute to the metaphysics of De
Chirico)
was essential for conferring the abstraction
necessary, to allow each viewer to identify with
the work and to suggest the idea of an
archetype.
To be didactic, I’d like to draw attention to the
fusion of the two bodies, the white heart that is
visible on the bust and the flame of passion,
but there is a second, almost invisible heart
that is created by the lower part
of the shoulders and the exterior contour of the
faces, representing
the spiritual essence of love.

< 50.100
Amore - oil on paperboard cm 31 x 30

Gioia (Joy)
(but also freedom, self-awareness).
The main message, joy, is conveyed
instantaneously:
I tested this by showing the image to
numerous people – invariably, the
person’s face lit up with a smile,
meaning the message was received!
However, the image has deeper levels of
meaning:
It represents the various states of
consciousness
that express life,
the innate, intuitive and childlike attitude
of looking to the heavens,
the lightness of the spiritual worlds……

< 50.110
Gioia - oil on paperboard cm 49 x 33

< 50.101B
square tray ‘amore’ (yellow)

cm 31x31

< 50.101
square tray ‘amore’ (blue)

cm 31x31

< 50.105
round box ‘amore’ (blue)

cm dm 11 h 7

< 50.105B
round box ‘amore’ (yellow)

cm dm 11 h 7

< 50.112
rectangular tray ‘gioia’ cm 41x25

< 50.117
oval box ‘gioia’ cm 16x9 h 7
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